
 

surf rockcandy. 
*repeat repeat (east nashville, tn) 
Mixing the sunny swoon of sixties pop with a dark swirl of Warholian garage rock, *repeat repeat create their own geography, dreaming up 

songs rooted in the spirit of both coasts. Based in Nashville, TN — where frontman Jared Corder, then-drummer Andy Herrin, and 

keys/singer Kristyn Corder kicked off the band's career with 2014's Bad Latitude — the band looks beyond the borders of their landlocked 

hometown and, instead, mix California surf culture and New York street smarts into the same tracklist. They're a blend of bloom, doom, and 

boom. They're Dick Dale's snot-nosed grandkids.  

 

A self-described family business, *repeat repeat was founded by Jared Corder — a former punk-rock kid raised on the sounds of Bad 

Religion and Black Flag. The goal was simple: to make edgy, guitar-driven music that nodded to the classic sounds of Jared's California 

birthplace, complete with hazy harmonies and surf-inspired arrangements. The problem? The group needed a female harmony singer, and 

nobody seemed to fit the bill. Things changed when the band's producer, Gregory Lattimer (Albert Hammond Jr.), suggested that Jared's 

wife, Kristyn, sing with the band. The fit was natural. Kristyn had grown up in California, listening to '60s legends like the Mamas and the 

Papas and The Everly Brothers. She quickly completed the band, sharing vocal duties with Jared and serving as the inspiration for much of 

Bad Latitude — a debut album largely written by Jared during the couple's engagement, filled with songs about love, life, and the promise of 

new partnerships — along the way.  

 

*repeat repeat hit the road in support of Bad Latitude's release in the summer of 2014. They traveled from city to city, while Nashville's 

top-ranked radio station, WRLT Lightning 100, supported the band with plenty of airplay back home. Most importantly, the bandmates saw 

the country and gained new perspectives. When it came time to write a second record, those perspectives came into play, inspiring *repeat 

repeat to write songs not only about themselves, but about the characters orbiting around them. 

Floral Canyon (their sophomore release) stretches the band's musical envelope, adding depth, drive, and darkness to the sun-baked, 

surf-tinged pop music that's always been their bedrock. Produced once again by Lattimer, the album tackles modern culture ("Plugged In"), 

rocky relationships ("Mostly"), religious ideologies ("Speaker Destroyer"), and all points in between. Gluing everything together is the band's 

melodic, musical attack: equal parts percussive thunder, trembling organ, synth pads, coed harmonies, and wide-ranging guitar parts. 

 

The album's name is a sly salute to California's Laurel Canyon, whose rolling hills were home to some of America's best musicians during 

the '60s and '70s. The SoCal salute came in handy when *repeat repeat caught the attention of notable Silverlake-based label Dangerbird 

Records, who agreed to release Floral Canyon in the fall of 2017. It proved to be a busy year as the band saw the departure of Herrin, a tour 

with Beach Slang, opening for Neon Trees, and a slew of major festival dates including Forecastle, Firefly and SXSW.  *repeat repeat’s 

sound is bold, bi-coastal beach pop, at once coolly current and proudly vintage. It's sugar-coated music with a raw, real, rocky center, and 

unmistakably *repeat repeat.     -Andrew Leahey 

 
*repeat repeat Links: Website :: Spotify :: Facebook :: Twitter :: Instagram :: iTunes :: YouTube 

 

http://www.repeatrepeatmusic.com/
https://play.spotify.com/artist/0PEqo7RkX5wkaYwlT6hINn
https://www.facebook.com/repeatrepeat
http://www.twitter.com/repeatx2
http://www.instagram.com/repeatx2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/repeat-repeat/id899623094
https://www.youtube.com/user/repeatrepeatmusic/


*repeat repeat Press Quotes 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

● “The band—comprised of Jared Corder (vocals) and Kristyn Corder (vocals and keys)—have woven together an unmistakable hit. 
Palm muted power chords and soothing harmonies make the perfect soundtrack...” - NOISEY 

● “*repeat repeat have perfected a unique combination of surf, pop, & rock on the new single (Girlfriend) …there is a lot of nostalgia to 
be found.” - EARMILK 

● “We can’t tell if this song is pop, surfer-cool certified, or a mix of both, but it doesn’t really matter since we’ve been listening to it on 
*repeat repeat.” - NYLON 

● “There’s something addictive about *repeat repeat. Maybe it’s the high-energy “Plugged In” that almost gives you a runner’s high just 
by listening to it. Or maybe it’s the perfect concoction of surf, rock, and pop that make their tracks so sticky sweet and irresistible” - 
Alternative Press / AP 

● “Floral Canyon” is one of the top ten best indie pop recordings of 2017.  There I said it…The truth is that if this record was released in 
2003 *repeat repeat would be one of the biggest indie acts this side of the Atlantic. Alas, this is 2017 and blips and beats overshadow 
all else.” -DEVISE Magazine 

● “An amazing sound that’s rooted in garage rock and psychedelic rock, but possesses the energy and attitude of punk alongside some 
killer harmony singing that artists in Nashville do better than anyone else. The band’s sound is urgent with slashing guitars, waves of 
synths, yet beautifully melded to a hazy, sunny California vibe. They are describing themselves as “surf rockcandy”, but their sound is 
a lot broader than that to my ears. I hear a significant way forward for the guitar and rock music, which have been maligned of late as 
things of the past. *repeat repeat’s stunning guitar work powers the rhythms and beats, but it also colors each passage and creates 
multiple voices in the music. The way the guitar effortlessly blends with the electronic elements in the song “Plugged In” that we’re 
premiering today, is impressive. ” - Pop Matters 

● “It’s like if grunge had met pop and opposites attracted, creating a sound that’s loud yet laid back and a vibe that’s lively but also 
melodramatic. The merging of punk with California surf culture stems the background of the band *repeat repeat, with members hailing 
from both coasts, creating a perfect hybrid of surf rock that’s undeniably satisfying. - Substream Magazine 

● “There’s something refreshingly retro about *repeat repeat’s Girlfriend, a sweet rock tune that steers tight to the good edge of 
saccharine. …a little bit of grunge and a little bit of surf-pop…” - TIME 

● “Dick Dale’s snot-nosed grandkids” - Nashville Scene 
● “Clearly poised to be one of nashville’s next breakout bands.” - No Country For New Nashville 
● “When a band manages to harness a balance between cool and catchy, it is hard to not be impressed.”  - CMJ.com 
● "Go dance with the groovy *repeat repeat... “Mostly" is the song you need to hear ...TRUST US.“ - Daytrotter 
● "Fans of Yeah Yeah Yeahs, The Raveonettes, or B-52's are catching on to *repeat repeat."  - Audiosocket 
● "Their brand of upbeat poppy, sometimes sunkissed surf style, rock stands out. ... Heroes of sunny surf rock with their timeless and 

sunny sound, this local Nashville band’s future looks bright." - No Country For New Nashville 
● “A balance of sweet hooks, dreamy harmonies, and bracing guitar riffs with impressive pop economy.” - Knoxville Mercury 
● "Think The Smithereens, The B-52's, The Ventures, and PIXIES, then push your imagination into some unchartered lush lands of pop 

and you’ve got *repeat repeat.” - 
 Zeno Songbird 

● “Sonically surfs the third-coast." - Free Times 
● "...far and away one of the finest pop and rock bands currently in Nashville. so many bands think that they must be either cool or fun, 

and never the two shall meet… *repeat repeat says fuck that, mashes them together, and throws 60’s tie-dye vibes all over it. and 
glitter. to paraphrase jason lee’s character in the eternally great movie almost famous, if you’re not getting off, *repeat repeat will find 
you and get you off!..." - DCXV Industries 

● “A young band just signed to Dangerbird Records to release their upcoming sophomore album, but they play a fully-formed, 
right-on-the-money sound. I wouldn’t change a thing. This group deserves to be played all over college radio as they are going places.” 
(Pop Matters) 

● "Fuzzy, dark, compelling. Love it and want more" - We Own This Town 
 

 
musical influences // for fans of:   arctic monkeys, grouplove, mother mother, the raveonettes, the b52s, miniature tigers, cults, best 
coast, beach house, pixies, joy formidable, butch walker, peter bjorn and john, the asteroid galaxy tour, weezer, real estate, yeah yeah 
yeahs, the black keys, JRJR, rogue wave, jack white, surfer blood, broncho, twin peaks, allah-las, mates of state, manchester orchestra, 
saint motel, vampire weekend, the asteroids galaxy tour, the shins, cage the elephant, neon trees, the vaccines, temples. 

 


